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No screens Say your name
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Information Hierarchy
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Websites display information in a way 
that helps users accomplish a goal.

Pine text-based email client GMail



No walls of text!

You are cordially invited to Robert and 
Alexandra’s delectable after dinner 
party. Wine and nibbles will be served. 
When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, 
ping us. Kindly let us know if you will be 
attending by  February 1st.



Users have a spotlight of attention. 
Designers use a visual information hierarchy 
to guide users’ attention
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Seven tools for visually indicating importance

Conceptual grouping Location Whitespace Size

Images Contrast Color
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Use multiple tools. Use color last.
Use size, whitespace and contrast instead.
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You are cordially invited to Robert and 
Alexandra’s delectable after dinner 
party. Wine and nibbles will be served. 
When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, 
ping us. Kindly let us know if you will be 
attending by  February 1st.



1. explain goal of site
(help user decide if 
they are interested)

2. Start now!
(entice them to start) 3. Test yourself

(Roadmap to future)
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(Post)-Impressionism
Learn to differentiate impressionist paintings

from post-impressionist paintings

Explore the art Test yourself



Much better! What did I do to improve it? 



How do we know it’s better?

It passes the squint test.



Simulated User Experience Video



How not to explain your site:

(Post)-Impressionism is a website for student in Columbia University’s 
Art Hum class who are struggling to recognize the difference between 
impressionism and post impressionist paintings. These are the hardest 
two kinds of paintings to tell apart. It’s fairly easy to tell realism apart 
from surrealist painters like Dali, but the Impressionism and Post-
Impressionism movements are close together in time, and share many 
of the same ideas. However, there are subtle differences between them 
like type of brushstrokes, subject matter, and color choice that can help 
you differentiate them.



“Show don’t tell”

Advice on narrative

Why?



Simulated User Experience Video

• Don’t tell us what your site is trying to do.
• Show a user going through the site and experiencing it.

This is hard!



Flawed example #1



Could work on: I like: 

To much exposition up front
User-based narrative easy to follow



Flawed example #2



Could work on: I like: 

To much exposition up front
User-based narrative easy to follow



Upload your video to YouTube
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Part 1:

Build websites that suit 
the needs and abilities of users.
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Users interact with a system to accomplish a goal

Buy a book Set an alarm Send an email
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User Interfaces should be designed to help 
users accomplish a goal.

Guide users’ attention 
to important bits of 
information

Allow users to navigate 
through the system in to 
meet their goal.

Interact with the 
system in ways 
that provide clear 
actions and feedback.
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The designer must create the subgoals and 
interactions to help them accomplish it.

Goal: Buy a book

Subgoal:
Interaction:

Find it
Type, click

Add to cart
click

Enter payment info
Type, click, point

Place order
Click



Know the users’ goals and design interactions as:
execution and evaluation

Execution

Evaluation



Following instructions sux. Why?

Unexpected things happen.
Instructions are rigid.

Feedback allows people to make mistakes an adapt.



Every time the user executes an action, the 
interface should provide feedback

Low-level virtual actions, like clicking a button

High-level actions, like buying a book

Mid-level actions, entering paying information



For complex goals, break the task into 
states, options, and transitions to new states.



Low-level interactions take time and effort.
Minimize them because you do them a lot.

Time to move your 
pointer to a target

= a + b * log (  D/S )



Part 2:

When the needs and abilities of users 
are unclear, learning from iteration.
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Given specifications, 
you can create interactions



The next step is to become a 
user interface designer.

You identify the user

You identify a problem

You find the solution



“Design is a plan for arranging elements 
to accomplish a particular purpose.” 

– Charles Eames

What is design?



Design is not a magical leap where a brilliant idea 
comes from no where.



Design is a iterative progress where you work 
with users to identify and solve their problems.

Sitting all day hurts! Why does it hurt?
How do people sit? What does good sitting look like?



For people who sit all day in an office,
alleviate back pain by designing a chair 
that supports the lower back.

Identify 
Users needs:

Test solutions 
on users:
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Start by helping 
a specific person with a specific need

Nadia, age 11 Ace this fractions test



Remember Nadia’s story…
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This is Nadia. She’s 11. She lives in Houston.
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Nadia is struggling with fractions at school



Her uncle wants to help, but he lives in NYC
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He uploads them to YouTube



Her uncle tried many ways to help Nadia.
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CCB+A+



This videos help Nadia. She aces the test!
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This video helps other students pass their 
fractions tests, too.
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Videos in this format help students learn 
other topics.
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These videos became Khan Academy.
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Very general problem
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But it started by helping 
a specific person with a specific need

Nadia, age 11 Ace this fractions test



Domain

Online shopping

Specific Need

Uncommon books 

Social Networking Harvard students looking 
up dorm, classes, 
relationship status

Read/send Email No page reload
Never Delete

Generalized to

Clothes,Food,
Amazon Fresh
Other sellers

Ivy League
US Colleges
Everybody

Chat
GDrive

Graphic Design
For novices

High School 
Yearbooks

Posters, 
flyers, ads

If you start specific, 
you can usually generalize later.



The Design Process



Ideation Implementation

Flare and Focus

Brainstorm 
& Research 

Problems 
and 
Solutions

Test them

Identify 
technical 
risks 
and explore 
options

Test them

IdeasChallenge Product





In addition to a specific problem,
we need an insights into the solution

Electric light source Heat metal until it glows

A machine that does computation Programmable tape can calculate anything (theoretically)

Teaching fractions Workbooks suck. I’m going to show people 
how I think through them problem.

Making yearbooks Photoshop is HARD, and sharing resources is annoying.
Maybe some online templates can make this easier.

Social network for photos. People take crappy photos and are not too eager to share 
them. What if filters made every photo beautiful?

Problem Insight



Ideation: Research related work

Academic studies Related systems Competitors



Ideation: Talk to people about their experience
Find someone who 
has done it recently

Ask: “Tell me about that experience”
(include thoughts, feelings, actions at 
every step)

Synthesize into phases
Mark highs and lows of the experience

“I always forget to fill out the participation form.”

You will discover things 
you wouldn't even 
think to ask.



Educational insight #1:
Students are terrible at assessing their learning. They need tools to 
assess themselves.



Educational insight #2:
Reading textbooks is boring. Nobody learns from that. People learn by 
practicing - from doing something and getting feedback. 



Is design really this hard?
Or are we just stupid?



High level
Goal

Low-level
Mechanics

Technical 
Aspects

Graphic 
Design

Design is hard because requires combining many 
elements that are dependent on each other.

Mid-level
Navigation



Design requires synthesizing many elements 
that are completely dependent on each other.

Idea

Idea:
Help NBA fans
Recognize the 
strategy 
during games

Resources Design Technical Design Idea Design



Graphic design is the final step for designers. Why?

High level
Goal

Low-level
Mechanics

Technical 
Aspects

Graphic 
Design

Mid-level
Navigation

But what do users perceive first? Graphic Design



Is that everything I need to know 
to be the next tech unicorn?

No...



Market Research

Is there a big enough need for this? 

Is that need big enough that they would pay for it?



Market Research: 
Talk to people about their experience

Find someone who 
has done it recently

Ask: “Tell me about that experience”
(include thoughts, feelings, actions at 
every step)

Synthesize into phases
Mark highs and lows of the experience

Users Industry Partners Technologists



Example 1: Coursedog
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Justin made an app for students 
to pick classes that don’t conflict Nobody adopted it.

Students wouldn’t 
pay for it.

It’s not a big enough need.



Coursedog Interviews: 
What is peoples experience with scheduling?
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The registrar needs help with scheduling, not students.
And they are willing to pay for it.



Coursedog



Example #2: Stena App
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Why don’t more coffee shops 
sell art on their walls?

Would artists and owners 
be willing?



Stena Interviews
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• Talk to:
• Artists
• Business
• Potential buyers (coffee shop patrons)

Artists loved it! 
They have TONS of their art lying around.
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How do I learn design?
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Not like this Not like this More like this



Design is a skill, not knowledge. 
We learn it through practice and feedback
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Sports Languages

Cooking

Playing an instrument

Painting
Acting



Learn Design by Doing it
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You have always got me.

chilton@cs.columbia.edu

I’m trying to find a UX designer

I need feedback on my 
summer internship project

I can’t get my site to run on digital ocean 

I missed my flight, 
what should I do?

My best selling product is pants,
But I’m trying to make shirts.

I might be interested in grad school

I can’t [random thing I downloaded] to run!

I have a start up idea!



If you want to stay in touch, add me on Facebook


